
How does the process of communicating support to cancer patients and others go awry?
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&
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What are the detriments of support not being communicated at all?
(i.e., nonsupport)

Is saying nothing at all worse than saying the wrong thing?

Ray & Veluscek (2018)
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Why do people forgo 
communicating 

support to those 
with cancer?
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Western J. Comm

What is the prevalence 
of nonsupport instances 
for young adult cancer 

patients?
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How are supportive messages evaluated if composed of both positive and 
negative statements?
(i.e., mixed messages)

Ray et al. (2020)
Journal of Patient Experience

Investigations into 
people withholding 

support because the 
person in need of 
support does not 

deserve it
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Communication 

Research

What are the psychological 
and relational effects of 

receiving mixed messages?
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Does message 
planning address 
some reasons for 

not communicating 
support?
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Comm. Research 

Reports

Does loneliness 
longitudinally, 

inversely predict 
compassion for 
suffering social 

groups?

Ray et al.-b,
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Are certain social 
groups viewed as 
more deserving of 

compassion?

Floyd, Ray, et al. 
(2022)

Southern Comm. 
Journal

What do people 
recall from mixed 

messages and does 
recall of certain 

message statements 
affect outcomes 

over time?

Ray (2022)
Western J. Comm

Does ability and 
motivation to 

process messages 
affect recall of 

negative message 
statements in mixed 

messages?

Ray et al.-d
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Why do people 
struggle to support 
young adult cancer 

patients and why do 
cancer patients 
struggle to seek 

support?
Ray et al.-a 

(under review)

Does message 
planning create an 

assumption that 
one’s messages will 

be helpful once 
communicated?

Ray et al. (2020)
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What role does 
expectations play in 

nonsupport, and further 
investigating the 
consequences of 

nonsupport?
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(under review)

What are 
acceptable reasons 

for someone not 
communicating 

support?

Ray & Manusov 
(2023)

Personal 
Relationships

How does 
technology facilitate 

and obstruct the 
process of seeking 

and communicating 
support for young 

adult cancer 
patients?

Ray et al.-c
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Why are we using a scale to measure support 
effectiveness that was developed with 

predominantly White college student samples? 
Is it even valid? Has it been used correctly?

Ray & Mikkelson (2023)
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